Tech Specs

Dimensions: 78.25x35.5x16.32mm
Weight: 45g
Port: 1 USB-C
Socket: UL
Input: 100~240V AC 50/60Hz
Power Output: Type-C: 5.0V/3A, 9.0V/2.22A (20W Max)

Features:
- Over Current Protection
- Over Voltage Protection
- Short Circuit Protection with Auto-recovery
- Over Temperature Protection with Auto-recovery
- Compatible with UL, FCC

 OPERATION NOTES

- Do not use the PlugBug Slim charger with an electronic product that does not conform with the listed specifications in order to avoid any problems caused by mismatched or incompatible specifications.
- It is normal for the PlugBug Slim charger to get hot while in use.
- If PlugBug Slim stops working due to being over the specified current, temperatures outside of normal operating parameters or due to short-circuit protection, please unplug the device after it turns off to turn it on again, then check to verify whether the connected device is compatible with this charger.
- Do not place the PlugBug Slim charger close to flames or devices capable of starting a fire including stoves, candles, etc.
- Do not let the PlugBug Slim charger become exposed/submerged in liquids, including swimming pools, bathtubs, etc.
- Do not clean the PlugBug Slim charger with any corrosive cleaners.

More From Twelve South

Curve
Desktop stand for MacBook and laptops

Compass Pro
Adjustable portable stand for iPad

HoverBar Duo
Adjustable iPad stand with weighted desktop base + shelf clamp
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Visit twelvesouth.com or contact support@twelvesouth.com
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